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ABSTRACT

The. density, at states in heavily doped atxtmgly

ted semiconductors in. a strong magnetic field ia calculated by

using the path-integral method.The case ia considered when cor-

relation exists in the impurity positions owing to the Coulomb

interactions betweea the charged donors and acceptors during t

the high-temperature preparation of the samples.The semiclassi-

cal formula is rederlved and corrections to it due to the long-

range character of the poterilal and its short-range fluctuati-

ons are obtained.The density of states in the tail is studied

and analytical results are given in the classical and quantum

cases.

1.Introduction

Eeailly doped semiconductors exhibit metallic conductivity

at lew compensation.This Is due to the fact that there is a

strong overlap between wave functions on ths adjacent donors

so that the electron states near the Fermi level are not loca-

lised.However, because of the fluctuations in the ionised, impu-

rity concentration,a tail of localised states still exists at

energies which correspond to the gap of the perfect crystal.

One can create conditions for the total localisation of

electrons in heavily doped semiconductors by increasing the

amplitude of the fluctuating potential or by decreasing the

overlap between, the wave functions.She former can be achieved

by adding compensating impurities (acceptors) with a concent-

ration close to that of the donors,while the latter is usually-

realised in a strong magnetic field B,which constricts the ele-

ctron wave function in a cigar-shaped region with a radlua

% m (fc/eS)1'2 in a plane perpendicular to B.In sufficiently

strong fields A may become smaller than the effective Bohr

radius a - 4JT/at^/me2, where « is the static dielectric con-

stant, e the electron charge,and m the effective mass.Then ths

overlap between, the wave functions will disappear and localised

states will "be formed with a binding energy which increases

with the magnetic field.

The localisation threshold due to compensation in heavily

doped semiconductors can be established experimentally by the

change of the conductivity from metallic to thermally activa-

ted one (Jritzsche and lark-Horovitz 1959,Redfield and Crandall

1970).
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Similarly, the localisation of the electrons in a magnetic field

gives rise to the magnetic freeze-out effect f i r s observed by

Taffet,Keyes,and Adams (1956).

. . The conditions for the electron localisation in heavily

doped compensated semiconductors in a magnetic field have been

studied theoretically by Shklovskii and Efros (1973) and Efros

and Yanohev (1973) in the case of random and correlated impuri-

ty distribution,respectively.

In this paper,a systematic derivation of the density of

atates in heavily doped closely compensated semiconductors in

a magnetic field i s given by using Feynman's path-integral met-

hod.We will consider the case when correlation in the impurity

positions exists owing to the Coulomb interactions between the

ionised donors and acceptors in the melt prior to the sol id i f i -

cation of the crystal.In this case the random impurity potenti-

al obeys Gaussian s ta t i s t i cs and i s characterised by the pair

correlation function of the form (Galpern and Efros 1972):

(D

where N *• i s the total Impurity concentration and
1/2) ' i s Debye's screening length in the plasma

consisting of ionised impurities at the temperature T when the
o

impurity diffusion has been frozen out (Keldysh and Proshko 1963).

The amplitude of the random potential is given t>y i t s RMS

valueT- e2(Nr')1 '2/2^^3t-T(^.It is possible that the typical

potential fluctuation of a size rQ and a depth V" contains a

large number of electron states.This (classical^case is realised

when Tf j^EQ where BQ«i /2mr^ 16 the kinetic energy of. the elec-

tron localised in a. well of size r .In the opposite(quantum)ca-

se the fluctuations of size r cannot bind an electron, because

the electron wave length along the magnetic field is large com-

pared to r .

In what follows we will investigate the density of states in

the classical cage by using Feynman's path-integral method.The

semiclassical formula will be obtained as a first approximation

and corrections to i t arising from the long-range character of

the correlation function (1) as well as contributions from the

short-range fluctuations with a size smaller than the electron

wave length will be derived.Next,the density of states in the

low-energy tai l will be studied both in the classical and quan-

tum cases by means of Feynman's variational principle (Feynman

1955,Sa-yakanit 1974,1979).

2.Semiclassical Formula and Quantum Corrections

The Impurity potential described by the correlation func-

tion (1) contains fluctuations of al l sizes.At a given kinetic

energy K of the electron the fluctuations with a size larger

than the electron wave longth can be considered as classical

and those with a smaller size are averaged over the electron

wave length.The latter lead to a shift in the electron energy

determined by:

/
The quantity ~f decreases with increasing K.Thus,short-range

flit
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would not alter significantly the electron energy -

spectrum provided K>tjt.0n9 can d*flne a characteristic kinetic

energy K by the condition

(3)

where Sg. t2/2ma2 is the effective Bohr energy.

It is clear that electron states with a kinetic energy

K > K aan toe descrited semiclassically.Since ~f»K » E .the aemi-
c S c °

classical description of the electrons localised in the typioal

walls with a size rQ is plausihle.Horeover.K turns out to be

large compared to the electron-electron interaction energy
2 1 /*?

e N ' /S9X ,so that, the latter can be neglected.Thus,the den-

sity of states in the classical caae can be calculated Ijy using

the one-electron approximation.

It has teen shown earlier (Efros and lanchev 1973) that the

one-electron approximation fails in sufficiently strong magnetic

field such that the electronic screening radius in a magnetic
1/2 1/2i 2field r m a ' n 'A, (where n • H_-H> is the electron concen-

tration) tieeomes emallex than, ro .In what follows we will suppose

that the corresponding condition on the magnetic field strength

ia imposed,B£ IL • far' a. ' /me ' , so- that the one-electron app-

roximatioij-s iralid.

fha density of states per unit volume can he derived from

the diagonal part of the Green's function G(r2,r.,,t.) averaged

over the impurity positional

liri
(4)

Triiare the one-electron propagator G cart be expressed as a

integral]

a Gaussian random potential with a pair correlation functi-

on (1) and a magnetic field in the z-dire^tion the action S ia

as follows (lAak«B 1968,1966,Jones and Lukes 1969)t
t

(6)

9 0

where6)- «B/m is the cyclotron frequency.

In the semiclasalcal approximation the electron wave length

ia small aompar»d ta th« screening length rQ,so that the corre-

lation function (1) oan Tje approximated t>y the constant value

W(0)- Tf^.Thea. from U ) ta (6) the result of Hyaionov, Efros and

ttitchell (1969) 1 B readily obtained!

where D

(7)

is a paraDolle cylinder function.The same results

?7Soinaratna and Tharmallngham (197O),Yan Cong and Mesnard

and Tanchev (1973) .-,.

How w* will ga 'beyond, this approximation toy treating tha

difference between the exact correlation function (1) and the

constant one as a perturbation and then expand the Green's fun-

ction in (&) in a power aeries:

(8)

J, X t
9 '
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where

The resulting Green's function has a diagonal part

(9)

(10)

where Erfc(x) is the complementary error function.

We are interested in the density of states near the lowest

Landau subband.so we will choose the zero energy a t7~ i - i t i and

retain the M - 0 term in the Green's function only.Then the fol-

lowing corrections to the semiclassical density of states are

obtained:

(12)

(13)

The first correction is a consequence of the long-range character

of the correlation function (1).By evaluating the parabolic cylin-

der function D ̂ 2(x) at energies corresponding to the free conduc-

tion landau subband,using the steepest descent method,one can see

that this term gives no contribution to the semiclassical formula

(7).However, it is essential at energies near the edge of the for-

mer landau 3ubband.lt reduces the semiclassical density of states

-7-

due to the fact that the correlation in the impurity positions

tends to d&crease the amplitude of the random potential compared

to the case of random impurity distribution,thus making low-ener-

gy «lectron states leas probable.

The second correction (13) takes into account short-range

fluctuations in the impurity potential with a size smaller than

the electron wave length.it is analogous to the first quantum cor-

rection derived by Efros (1970) in the case of a heavily doped

semiconductor with a random impurity distribution at zero magnetic

field.Since in the classical case "t>>E ,we can expand the first

exponential in the brackets in (13) which gives:

This expression is small compared to the semiclassical one

(7) if E<E C -•T(ro/a)
1/2(Na5)1/10.Thls condition restricts the

region of validity for our expansion.Since E /V^l.the Gaussian

decay in the density of states cannot bebbserved really.

The quantum correction (14) is small compared to that in

(12) by the parameter (EQ/f) •* 1.Thus,the total correction

to the semiclassical formula i3 negative.We can conclude that the

correlation in the impurity positions.decreases the density of

states near the foxmer Landau level compared to that predicted

by the semiclassical formula (7).

3\Denslty of States in the Low-Energy Tail

Now we are going to study the density of states in the low-

energy tail.It is known from the qualitative considerations of

Efros and Yanchev (1973) that in the quantum case the fluctua-

tions which localise the electrons have a size along the magnetic

-8 -
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£leld of the cider of the eleetran ware length 1, whereas in the '

peijtSndlcuiar.diSBctioits the releTairt si.ze is given by t ie smal-

ler of the, lengths r o and %-^ti % is tii« smallest characteristic

length,tJafr-problem of the electron localisation can be conside-

red as quasi-oae-dimensional.A model solution to the integrated

density of states has been obtained in.tbis case by Efros and

lancheT (1973).Here we will use the variational method proposed

by Feymnan (1955) and modified by Sa-yakanit (1974,1979) to

obtain the density of states in the low-energy ta i l at magnetic

field strengths such that 1 i s large compared to JU and B<.B «

« tia ( r^'"/e(Ka ) '^,the latter being the condition for the

•applicability of the one-electron approximation in the quantum

case (Efros and Yanchev 1973).

Kow we will use the variational method by introducing the

t r ia l action S appropriate for a non-local harmonic oscillator!

(15)

where X is an adjustable parameter to be determined from the

condition of maximum density of states,Prom (5) and (6) in the

first oumulant approximation (Kubo 1962) one can obtain:

(16)

(17)

In the caae w y * ,i.e.A*l which we are interested in, the

above formulae (15) to (17) reduce to

- 9 -
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(19)

where

(20)

(21)

(22)

For eaergiea deep in the tai l one needs to consider only the

gronnd states in the fluctuations.This corresponds to the

limit t->»oin (18) to (22) (Jeynman 1955).The resulting densi-

ty of states has then the form:

(23)

where the following notations analogous to those of Halperin

and Lax (1966) have been adppted:

(24)

(25)

(26)
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The quantity a n d dimensionless energy i> have

been used i n ^ t h e above e q u a t i o n s and i ( 0 ( , b ) s t a n d s f o r t h e

integral ~<Lx [l - ««f (~*)J /(*+ <>l)(T+p/k .

For states deep enough in the t a i l one needs to maximize

only the exponential in (24).If M » 0 the condition ciS(^H//dB =

gives

(27)

This i s an equation for the variational parameter D as a func-

tion of the reduced electron energy v and the magnetic f ie ld.

Equations (24) to (27) enable a numerical calculation of the den-

si ty of states in both classical and quantum cases.Some typical

dependences bflitti)s.t different values of the parameter oi are

shown in Fig.1 in the quantum case (5<tf,lJ^1 ) . I t should be no-

ted that the limit B/ioC-*" oo which corresponds to the one-dimen-

sional localisation problem in extremely strong magnetic fields

discussed by Efros and Yanchev (1973) cannot be done in (27) be-

cause the integral I(fl£,ft ) would diverge.

i t can be seen from Fig.1 that the asymptotic solution of

equation (27) at small energies i s of the form A o 6 .Then the

density of states becomes:

(28)

Similar energy dependence i s characteristic for the density of

states in one-dimensional random potential with zero correlation

length (white Gaussian noise, Halperin 1965).

The classical case when

liken the asymptotic solution, of (27) i s A

ponding density of states behaves l ike;
.The corres-

(29)

One can see from Yanchev, Koinov and Petkova (1981),equations (14)

to (16),that this energy dependence i s the same as in the case

of one dimensional impurity potential with a pair correlation

function given by (1).Thus,we can conclude that a strong magne-

t i c field reduces the density-of-states-tai l problem to one-dime-

nsional one in. both classical and quantum cases.
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Caption to Figure 1

The log-log plot of A as a function of the reduced energy J?

obtained from the numerical solution of equation (27) in the

quantum case.At very email energies J? the asymptotic solution

i s j ) ^ fc"*" .Curves a,b, c.and d correspond to values of Ot • 2,

4,6,and 3,respectively.
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